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       What do you do with your anger when the person you're mad at goes
off and dies? Bury it? Bury it inside you? 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Some people fall head over heels. Other people begin to fall without
even knowing itâ€”love grows like a spring flower beneath last autumn's
leaves and catches them by surprise. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I glanced up at him. "I love things that are beautiful when you don't
expect them to be. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

The problem for me is that I can't ever really see who Gregory is, any
more than I can see what a mirror by itself looks like, because he
reflects whoever's around him. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

...you canÊ¹t always choose how you love a person. Love isnÊ¹t logical
or fair. It just happens. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

When you love someone, its never over. You move on, because you
have to but you take them with you in your heart 
~Elizabeth Chandler

old grudges and bitterness always hurt the individual more than the one
whom he believes injured him. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Creativity is no excuse for obnoxious behavior 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Everyday, every hour, I have held you close in my heart. 
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Hey, does my stupidity give you the right to bruise a tender heart?"
"Yeah, yeah. I'm bruising a heart made of Play-Doh. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

We sat in silence, both of us looking up at the stars. He was probably
envisioning a machine headed for Pluto. I wished i was on that
machine. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

dreams are shadows cast by truth shining on our darkest secrets 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I'm sorry that you're still hurting. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Was he still, somehow, watching over her? 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Her joy with him was like nothing she had ever experienced. His love
for her felt like a miracle. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Good people were also capable of doing very bad things. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

The truth was, it was myself I couldn't trust, my eyes from betraying my
heart. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I think I'm dying to get to know a particular guy. Then he opens his
mouth and ruins it. 
~Elizabeth Chandler
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Every night she had fallen asleep dreaming about that kiss, and each
kiss after. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I love the book legacy of lies it amazing and is fun to read over and
over again 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I leaned back against him and rested my cheek on his shoulder. I could
feel the river water dripping off of him. "Thank you" I whispered. When I
looked up, I saw he was crying. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

It was Nick's voice Nick's arms. He turned me on my back and swam
with me, pulling me to the bank. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

You've grown up, girl. You've grown up real nice, Welcome home 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I took a step back. "Here." He plunked his wet hat on my head. "Don't
go anywhere," he told me, then turned away. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

You've changed," he said. "You're-uh-" "Yes?" "Taller." "I hope so. I
was ten the last time you saw me." "And your hair's really dark now-and
short," he added. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I should have known it. You still have those chocolate-kiss eyes. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Ten, I thought, he's definitely a ten 
~Elizabeth Chandler
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Words are precious things meant to create, to imagine, to dream with. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Endings are beginnings, and beginnings are ours to turn into something
good. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

People fear anyone who differs from what is considered normal, and in
a small town the idea of normal can be as narrow as the streets. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Don't worry," I repiled, "I usually don't argue with the voices. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Change can be good. It just depends on what we make of it. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

He leaned over her, the sun behind his head making a halo of gold, his
face lit by the reflections off the water. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

He can't remeber who he is or where he lives." "Well that's convenient."
"Not when it rains. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Quick, how do you pick up a cat?" "Buy her a drink. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I'll never stop wanting to kiss you," he whispered. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

I had discovered that there was something more painful than falling in
love with someone who hasn't fallen for you; hurting that person-hurting
him and not being able to do anything about it. 
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You fell in love with me? 
~Elizabeth Chandler

This isn't a game for me. I love you, Ivy, and one day you're going to
believe me. 
~Elizabeth Chandler

Let's just say that if you were stealing TVs instead of thoughts, you
would have been caught by a half-deaf, mostly blind, fifteen year old
dog three robberies ago. 
~Elizabeth Chandler
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